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Abstract—The paper presents a simple and an accurate formula that has been developed for the conduction angle (δ) of a single phase half-wave or full-wave controlled rectifier with RL load. This formula can be also used for calculating the conduction angle (δ) in case of A.C. voltage regulator with inductive load under discontinuous current mode. The simulation results shows that the conduction angle calculated from the developed formula agree very well with that obtained from the exact solution arrived from the iterative method. Applying the developed formula can reduce the computational time and reduce the time for manual classroom calculation. In addition, the proposed formula is attractive for real time implementations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Industrial load typically contain inductance as well as resistance. An inductor in series with the load will serve as a filter representing a high filter impedance to the alternating harmonic components in the rectifier output. The inductor may also be considered as storing magnetic energy when the current is above the average value and releasing that energy to the load when the current tends to fall below the average, thus reducing the ripple. In power electronics applications, it is often necessary to consider a load consisting of a resistive load in series with an inductive load. Consider this type of a load with a single phase phase-angle controlled voltage regulator as shown in figure 1. By adding an inductor in series with the load resistance causes an increase in the conduction period of the load current, hence resulting the regulator circuit working under an inductive load [1]-[13].

The waveform of the output voltage (v_o) and the output current (i_o) are represented in Fig. 2.

For the input voltage, \( V_n = V_m \sin(\omega t) \), the circuit differential equation for the conducting interval and neglecting the voltage drop across the thyristor can be written as:

\[
V_m \sin(\omega t) = i_o(t)R + \frac{di_o(t)}{dt}
\]  

Let \( \alpha \) be the firing angle of the thyristor, \((0 < \alpha < 180)\) and \( \phi \) be the load angle,

\[
\phi = \tan^{-1}\frac{\omega l}{R}
\]

Where, \((0^\circ < \phi < 90^\circ)\).

Solving equation (1) using the differential equation for \( \alpha > \phi \), the following equation for the load current can be obtained [1]-[3]:
\[ i_0(t) = \frac{V_m}{|Z|} \sin(\omega t - \phi) - \frac{V_m}{|Z|} \sin(\alpha - \phi) e^{\frac{R}{\omega L} (t - \tau)} \]  
\[ \text{Where} \]

\[ |Z| \text{ is the magnitude of the load impedance} \]
\[ |Z| = \sqrt{R^2 + (\omega L)^2} \]
and \( V_m \) is a supply peak voltage.

It is well known that equation (2) is also valid for the case of a single phase full wave rectifier and A.C. single phase regulator with RL load under discontinuous current mode of operation when \( \alpha > \phi \) [1]-[13].

From figure (2) it can be seen that the current is existing between the firing angle (\( \alpha \)) and excitation angle (\( \beta \)). Nevertheless, in order to calculate the performance parameters of the circuit it is necessary to know the value of excitation angle (\( \beta \)). Accordingly, \( \beta \) can be found from the solution of equation (2) when \( i_0(t) = 0 \) at \( \omega t = \beta \):

\[ \sin(\beta - \phi) - \sin(\alpha - \phi) e^{\frac{R}{\omega L} (\beta - \tau)} = 0 \]  
\[ \text{Hence, the conduction angle (} \delta \text{) is defined as the period at which the power electronic devise is conducting:} \]
\[ \delta = (\beta - \alpha) \]  
\[ \text{Therefore, substituting (4) into (3) to get equation in term of} \]
\[ \delta \text{ and } \alpha: \]
\[ \sin(\delta + \alpha - \phi) - \sin(\alpha - \phi) e^{\frac{R}{\omega L} \delta} = 0 \]  
\[ \text{Therefore, equation (5) is not linear and the iteration needed for solving for} \]
\( \delta \) which is time consuming. A family of curves for calculating the conduction angle (\( \delta \)) can be used to overcome this difficulty [4]-[5]. However these curves are not providing all possible values of (\( \delta \)) and are not being easily usable in direct computations. Therefore, the objective of this paper is to develop a simple and accurate close-form formula for calculating the conduction angle (\( \delta \)) of equation (5) under discontinuous conduction mode.

II. FORMULA DEVELOPMENT METHOD

In general, the conduction angle (\( \delta \)) for purely inductive load, \( \phi = 90^\circ \), can be found from:

\[ \delta_{\phi=90^\circ} = 2(\pi - \alpha) \]  
\[ \text{Whereas, the conduction angle (} \delta \text{) for resistive load,} \]
\( \phi = 0^\circ \), can be found from:

\[ \delta_{\phi=0^\circ} = (\pi - \alpha) \]  

Consequently, it can be seen from equations (6) and (7) that all the condition characteristics lie between two linear boundaries in the (\( \delta \)) versus (\( \alpha \)) plane. It is proposed that an approximate value of conduction angle (\( \delta \)) can be found from the simple relationship [13]:

\[ \Delta = \pi + \phi - \alpha \]  
\[ \text{Where, the range of change of} \Delta \text{for different load resistance is given in Table 1:} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load resistance (( R ))</th>
<th>( \Delta ) in degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>( &gt; \phi )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>( \approx \phi )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>( &lt; \phi )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using equation (8) with the possible values of \( \Delta \) and by using tools provided by Matlab program called Curve Fitting [14]-[15], the following formula has been obtained:

\[ \delta = \phi(0.047\phi + 1.64) - \alpha(0.04\alpha + 0.3) - 0.565\alpha + 2.988 \]  
\[ \text{III. SIMULATION RESULTS} \]

To verify the validity of the obtained formula, the exact values of the conduction angle (\( \delta \)) are computed from nonlinear equation (5), by using a Newton-Rapson iteration method and compared with that proposed formula given in equation (9). The values of the conduction angle are computed from both equations (5) and (9), for different values of load angles (\( \phi = 5^\circ, 25^\circ, 55^\circ, 75^\circ \)) as shown in Fig. 3 to Fig. 6. It can be seen from these figures that the proposed formula simulates the conduction angle with a reasonable accuracy. Furthermore, it has been observed that the percentage error is minimum (<1%) in most cases of load angle. However, the maximum percentage of error of less than 5% can be obtained at highly inductive load. In other words, further fine tuning of the developed formula can reduce this error.
IV. APPLICATIONS OF PROPOSED FORMULA

There has been some work done in literature to simplify the conduction angle. For example, in [16], the following formula was proposed for excitation angle ($\beta$).

\[
\beta = \pi - \frac{\pi}{2} - \frac{\alpha}{2} - \frac{\phi}{2} + \frac{\pi}{2} \left[ 1.14 - 0.045 \tan^2 \phi + \frac{5}{2} \tan \phi \right]
\]

(10)

It was claimed that the overall error of the above formula is less than 3% for any value of load impedance and firing angle when compared with the exact iterative solution obtained from solving the non-linear equation (3) using Newton-Raphson method [16]. Although the formula given in (10) is simple as compared to the non-linear equation of (3), it is not as simple as our proposed formula given in (9). In addition, the developed simple formula given in equation (9) is more attractive for real time implementation in hardware because only multiplications and addition operations are required as compared to complexity of implementing equation (10). Furthermore, the proposed formula can be used as a teaching tool in classroom to reduce the computational time.

V. CONCLUSION

The development of a simple and an accurate formula for the conduction angle ($\delta$) of a single phase half-wave or full-wave controlled rectifier with RL load has been presented. This formula can be also used for calculating the conduction angle ($\delta$) in case of A.C. voltage regulator with inductance load under discontinuous current mode. It has been shown that the results calculated from the developed formula agree very well with that obtained from the exact iterative method. The maximum percentage of error was obtained at highly inductive load and was less than 5%. The developed simple formula can be used to reduce the computational time and provides a close form solution that students can use in classroom for manual calculation and analysis. In addition, the proposed formula is attractive for real time implementations.
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